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 Qupirruit: Insects and Worms
 in Inuit Traditions

 Frederic Laugrand and Jarich Oosten

 Abstract Although small beings such as the qupirruit (insects and worms) appear in many dif
 ferent contexts in Inuit culture, they have not received much attention from scholars. In this
 paper we examine the symbolism associated with these small animals. We show that their small
 size makes them suitable to operate on the level of the tarniq, a miniature image of a being. We
 discuss how insects often connect different scales and easily transform into other beings. We
 first deal with the perceptions of insects as they take shape in narratives and practices, and their
 roles in the manufacture and use of amulets. Then we move to a more specific analysis of the
 distinctive features of the various qupirruit.

 We dedicate this paper to our good friend Lydia Black, who died on
 March 23, 2007. An inspiring scholar, always aware of the value of the detail,

 she explored the ways of the bumblebee.

 Introduction
 Many studies on the Arctic circumpolar regions
 have been devoted to sea mammals, caribou, po
 lar bears, the raven, and other animals that play
 an important part in Inuit life. The life of small be
 ings such as the qupirruit ("insects") has not, how
 ever, received the attention it deserves. Biologists
 acknowledge that the Arctic regions remain inad
 equately surveyed in terms of insect fauna. This
 situation is paradoxical since more than 2,200
 species of insects and their relatives have been re
 ported from north of the tree line in North Amer
 ica and many more probably remain to be dis
 covered (Danks 2004:85). This lack of knowledge
 about insects is even more striking at a time when
 many more insects are moving from the south to
 the northern regions.

 An excellent paper by V. Randa (2003) in
 a book devoted to the place of insects in differ
 ent cultures is probably the only substantial con
 tribution that can be found on the subject. Randa
 rightly argues that the concept of qupirruit is

 much broader than that of insects since it en
 compasses quite a range of subcategories includ
 ing some crustaceans, spiders, and worms. Randa
 (2003:453) has conducted extensive fieldwork in
 Iglulik and published a list of the various species
 that fall under the qupirruit category, indicating
 that many are still missing (Table 1).

 The notion of qupirruit is not clearly de
 fined as a zoological category by the Inuit. Lin
 guist Louis-Jacques Dorais (personal communica
 tion April 4, 2007) pointed out that, for instance,
 a crocodile is referred to as a qupirrualuk, or
 big insect, by the Inuit of Ungava Bay (except in
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 Table 1. Randa's list of insects known by Inuit in Iglulik, Nunavut

 Inuktitut Name  Latin Name  English Name

 Qikturiaq
 Tagiut
 Kumak

 Milugiaq
 Ananngiq
 Tuktuujaaq or tukturjuk

 Iguptaq or iguttaq

 Tarralikisaq or tarralikitaaq
 Kumak, kumait

 Minnguq
 Tulugarnaq
 Aasivak

 Ulikapaaq or ulikappaalik
 Kinguk

 Aedes sp
 Cephenemyia trompe

 Oedemagena tarandi

 (Tabanidae sp or Syrphidae sp)

 Calliphora sp or Empididae sp

 Tipulidae sp
 Bombus sp
 Boloria sp
 Pediculus sp
 Pterostichus sp or Amara sp

 Dytiscus
 Alopecosa asivak
 Lepidurus arcticus
 Gammarus locusta?

 Mosquito
 Worm infesting nostrils of caribou

 Bug
 Black fly
 Dung-fly, house-fly

 Long legged, long-winged water fly

 Bee, Arctic honey bee

 Butterfly, moth
 Louse, lice
 Land beetle

 Diving beetle
 Spider
 Kind of shrimp

 Sea louse, shrimp

 Source: Randa 2003 and additional details from Spalding 1998.

 Kuujjuaq) and Kuujjuaraapik. According to
 Schneider (1993:238), pamiulik, "that has a tail"
 refers to a crocodile in Kangiqsujuaq and to some
 species of water insects in Kuujjuaq. An expla
 nation by Kunnuk, an elder from Iglulik, about
 a place named Qupirurtuuq ("place of plenty of
 bugs or snakes") shows the connection that can be
 made between snakes and insects. "I am not cer
 tain as to why it is called by that name but... it is
 said that the river used to have snakes but I am not
 exactly certain, and the land around the river usu
 ally has all kinds of little bugs or insects" (Kun
 nuk IE 093, Iglulik oral history database, Iglulik,
 Nunavut).

 These examples suggest that Inuit concepts
 and perceptions of qupirruit do not aim at the con
 struction of a zoological system but at the con
 struction of a meaningful symbolical system en
 compassing land and sea animals. Thus putjuuti
 [the crab] is referred to as the spider of the sea
 (Schneider 1993:273). Similarly a bumblebee ex
 ists on the land as well as in the sea.

 In this paper we will examine the symbolism
 of these small animals that tend to get confused in
 narratives and are often described as transform
 ing into each other. As there are hardly any aca
 demic papers dealing with the notion of qupirruit,
 we surveyed some classic ethnographic sources
 as well as interviews conducted with Elders from
 Nunavut in the past ten years for references to
 qupirruit Some of the data were collected dur

 ing workshops on Inuit qaujimajatuqangit, "In
 uit traditional knowledge," that we facilitated in
 Rankin Inlet, Arviat, Qamanittuaq, Kugaaruk, and
 Churchill, between 2000 and 2008. Some informa
 tion was collected from the Iglulik oral history da
 tabase, preserved in Iglulik, Nunavut, and addi
 tional information was gathered in the courses we
 facilitated with elders and Inuit students at Nu
 navut Arctic College between 1996 and 2001. The
 information is often fragmentary consisting of
 short tales, anecdotes, or small details but these
 fragmentary sources are consistent as a whole
 and lead to interesting perspectives. The fact that
 qupirruit have rarely been mentioned in anthropo
 logical sources, or in the discussions of workshop
 and course participants, is not altogether surpris
 ing. If we were to start a research project on small
 animals that are supposed to be scary or provoke
 fear in our own society?such as rats, spiders, or
 snakes?we would face similar problems. Books,
 films, and stories would be an important source
 of information and common practices to eradicate
 these animals, especially in or near living spaces,

 might corroborate our initial suspicion that fear
 of these animals is not just a matter of stories. But
 it would be difficult, on the basis of this informa
 tion alone, to construct a category of animals peo
 ple fear and we still would have to explain why
 these animals are so often a source of anguish. In
 this paper we explore these problems in Inuit soci
 ety and show that the fear of these animals is em
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 bedded in a cosmological framework. These small
 animals that generate fearful feelings are masters
 of life and death and control the transformations
 from life to death and vice versa.

 Our methodological approach derives from
 the field of anthropological study's approach in
 spired by Marcel Mauss' classic study of Inuit so
 ciety in its regional diversity (see, De Josselin de
 Jong 1984; Oosten 2007). Mauss (1979:20) argued:
 "There exist, not one, but many Eskimo societ
 ies whose culture is sufficiently homogeneous that
 they may be usefully compared, and sufficiently
 diverse that these comparisons may be fruitful." In
 this approach linguistically and culturally closely
 related areas are defined as a field of anthropologi
 cal study and examined as cultural variants linked
 by transformations in time and space. Only by
 charting out the cultural diversity and richness of
 local traditions can we do justice to the complex
 ity of a field of anthropological study. In our com
 parison we will therefore not assume that differ
 ent groups can be clearly distinguished from each
 other, but examine the variations and patterns, the
 diversity and richness of the cultural variation in
 the whole area under study. As the data on qupir
 ruit are often scarce we utilize information from
 different related areas to discover the patterns
 characterizing these small animals. Our main fo
 cus is on data from Nunavut, but when useful we
 also use data from other Inuit areas.

 We first deal with Inuit perceptions of insects
 and the influence of these perceptions on the man
 ufacture and use of amulets. Then we move to a
 more specific analysis of various kinds of qupirruit
 In the final section, we identify some structural
 patterns in the perceptions of qupirruit

 Agents of Revival and Rejuvenation
 Insects are a very visible feature of Arctic animal
 life, especially in the summer, when the tundra is
 swarming with mosquitoes. They also play an im
 portant part in cosmology, especially in the con
 text of shamanism. Thus the caribou are referred
 to as the "lice of the earth" in the language of the
 spirits and the shamans. But all animals might be
 referred to as very small beings on a cosmological
 level. The late Nutaraaluk, an elder from Iqaluit
 related, "When the people in the camp were un
 happy or abusive towards wildlife, the wild
 life used to move away from the camp. . . . The
 animals would flee to Sedna's shed where they
 were so numerous they seemed like maggots. It
 was because they had gone there that the hunters
 couldn't catch them anymore. That was when the
 angakkuq had to go and get them" (Oosten, Lau
 grand, and Rasing 1999:190).

 Although small, qupirruit denote a notion of
 abundance, this abundance might also have nega

 tive connotations. Franz Boas (1888:586) reported
 that the sea woman might withhold the sea mam

 mals from the hunter. "The reason for thus with
 holding the supply was that certain filthy obnox
 ious parasites fastened themselves upon her head,
 of which she could only be relieved by an anga
 koq. Then she could be induced again to send out
 the animals for the benefit of man." Insects were
 then thought to stop the flow of animals that were
 essential for the Inuit survival.

 Another key feature in the symbolism of in
 sects is their survival in winter. According to
 Randa (2003:451) Iglulingmiut assume that in
 sects freeze in winter and return to life the follow
 ing summer. Lizzie and Olie Itinnuaq (2008) pro
 vided similar statements. This capacity of revival
 is important and might explain the use of insects
 in aarnguat, amulets. Boas (1907) had already no
 ticed the qualities associated to the insects in this
 respect.

 Bugs and bees sewed to the under-garment are
 believed to prolong life. It is said that once upon
 a time an old woman sewed a number of bugs and
 bees in her boy's clothing in the belief that, if he
 should die, he would afterwards come to life, as
 these animals come to life in spring. The child
 grew up to be a man, died, and was buried, but in
 a few days came to life again. (Boas 1907: 505)

 Insects often appear to be masters of life and
 death. Marc Ijjangiaq from Iglulik related how in
 sects enabled Qamukkaq from Arviligjuaq to come
 to life again when he was child.

 When he was all alone trying to gather seagull
 eggs in the springtime he fell down a cliff. This
 was the time when the shoreline was all ice, as the
 snow had melted from the sun. He died instantly.
 No one went out looking for him. He awoke to dis
 cover that one side of his face had melted through
 the ice. Apparently he had been dead for a long
 time and returned to life. From that time on he
 had physical disabilities. Had he been with some
 one else at the time he fell down he would surely
 have passed away, but because he had insects as
 amulets he returned to life. (Bennett and Rowley
 2004:49)

 The rejuvenating capacities of insects appear in
 a south Baffin Island story published by Boas
 (1901:226-227) dealing with a woman and her
 daughter who were left behind.

 The people had left nothing for the women to
 eat, who gathered insects [ea-kan] for food. One
 day while they were out looking for insects, the
 old woman was attacked by an ermine, which bit
 her on several parts of her body. Her skin fell off,
 disclosing a fresh, new skin underneath, such as a
 much younger person might have. The insects had
 taken compassion on the poor old woman, and
 had asked the ermine to bite off the old skin, that
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 she might be rejuvenated. The daughter was grate
 ful to the insects for doing so much for her mother.
 After a time the people sent for the two women
 to come to their new camping-place, but, as they
 had never sent them any food since they had been
 away, the women did not go. They went instead to
 live with the insects, and both took husbands from
 among them. . . . The next year the women went
 to the camping-place where the people had gone.
 They told them how kind the insects had been
 to them, ?how they had given them food, and
 had asked them to come and live with them; how
 the old woman had remarked to them that she
 should look much better if she could only be made
 younger-looking, and how they had told an ermine
 to bite all her old skin, and cause it to fall off.

 In this story the women effectively joined the in
 sects, taking a husband among them and living
 with them. They were rejuvenated, but also ate in
 sects adopting the non-social and cannibalistic be
 havior of insects.

 Small but Powerful
 Today, many Inuit elders consider that all small
 life forms have to be treated with respect. Kap
 pianaq (IE 330), an elder from Iglulik explained,
 "This (small animals) includes insects like house
 flies, spider or other living things. We used to be
 told that we should leave these alone, including
 spiders and other insects and birds."

 Josie Angutinngurniq, an elder from Ku
 gaaruk, related that despite their size insects are
 like human beings, they have souls, "Even insects
 underground, and things in the water, even small
 living things, they all have a soul. There is another
 part of them somewhere. That is why we are not
 to abuse them. Their souls are very strong. That is

 why we should not mistreat them" (Arviat work
 shop 2003).

 Nevertheless, many ethnographers observed
 that Inuit exhibit a strong distaste for insects. The
 Oblate missionary Emile Petitot (1981:123-124),
 who traveled in the Canadian western Arctic in
 1868, noted:

 And these people who fear no man, who mock
 God and invoke the devil, cry out in alarm when a
 blue fly stings them or a dragonfly's wing brushes
 their face. You will then see them pursue the in
 nocent insect to the death and sing out in triumph
 when they have destroyed it; a burlesque parody
 of bravery. From the fear betrayed in their faces
 and the glory which overtakes them when they
 have killed the paltry insect, one can deduce that
 they attribute immense malignity and power to
 these creatures.

 Especially Inuit women are sensitive to insects.
 Petitot (1981:149) observed:

 While we were having a bit of a siesta, the wind
 having dropped, she uttered a piercing cry as if a

 bear or a wolf had leapt on her, and getting up at
 a bound, she ran off crying out in horror, "Mana,
 mana." "What is it now?" I asked, "What is both
 ering the woman?" "Illatkroutchitortork" said
 Krarayalok with ill-concealed fear. Illatkroutchi
 tortork? A name as long as a centipede meaning

 what? One of the elegant aerial neuroptera which
 during the summer make war on other insects.
 Yes, a dragonfly with diaphanous wings like a ray
 of sunshine, had persisted in circling Aoularena's
 face to rid her of mosquitoes. She yelled every
 time its wings brushed her face. She fought with
 both hands what to her was a new kind of harpy,
 to which childish superstitions attributed a sin
 ister and malign influence. Gravely-superb in his
 indignation and bravely?Krarayalok got up. He
 seized his fur parka, pursued the ill-fated insect
 and did not sit down again until it lay dead at
 his feet.

 Insects are usually not eaten by Inuit except
 for the kumak, a larva living under the skin of the
 caribou. The fear of insects might be related to a
 fear of being eaten by them: Qanguq, an elder from
 Iglulik, emphasized (IE 144) that insects and lar
 vae eat dead corpses. Ethnographer Rasmussen
 (1931:316-317) relates that insects may serve as
 the food of the dead.

 The other land where the dead go to is called
 nuqum-iut, and it means: those who always sit
 huddled up with hanging head. Their land is
 quite near to the crust of earth we walk on, al
 most just under the surface of the earth [nunap
 atdtqd-uane]. There go all the men who were lazy,
 all those who are bad hunters because they are too
 indolent to hunt, and there go all the women who
 are not tattooed, all those women who do not care
 to suffer a little in order that they may be pretty.
 There was no energy in them when they lived,
 and that is why they now, after death, hang their
 heads and their chins are pressed right down on
 their breasts. They are always hungry, for their
 only food is butterflies. They always sit on their
 haunches with bowed head and closed eyes; only
 when a butterfly comes flying over them they lift
 their heads slowly and snap at it, just as young
 birds open their red mouths after a fly. And when
 they do, yellow dust flies from their neck bands as
 from a bursting puff-ball. Thus they always squat
 down with drooping head.

 Thus those who do not know how to handle life
 eat insects after death. Living people fear to eat or
 drink. People fear to consume qupirruit or pamiu
 lik of the lakes, so they do not drink stagnant wa
 ter, but boil it first. Apparently eating insects im
 plies becoming like dead people or like insects as
 in the south Baffin Island story recorded by Boas.

 Insects as Tuurngait,
 Shamanic Helping Spirits

 Insects also served as tuurngait, helping spirits of
 the shamans. In a list of 347 tuurngait compiled by
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 the Rev. Edmund J. Peck in the south Baffin area
 several maggots are described. They are all very
 swift and ambiguous. Peck describes Puttokaaluk
 as a maggot (centipede) that goes quickly and is a
 good food supplier (Laugrand, Oosten, and Tru
 del 2006:441). But he describes Qalloaalik as a
 land animal, very swift and with legs like a mag
 got indicating that it is a bad spirit ("a demon")
 that does not wish to give but rather desires to kill
 (Laugrand, Oosten, and Trudel 2006:459). Qileg
 onyak is described as another maggot that moves
 very quickly and is considered as a good spirit
 disposed to give (Laugrand, Oosten, and Trudel
 2006:458).

 Kopak (2001), an elder from Naujaat, men
 tioned various insects among the helping spirits
 he recalled, "Just to name a few tuurngait: nanu
 jak, spider; qukluriak the caterpillar. Some sha
 mans will have tuurngait from the ocean, a worm
 or a bumblebee from the land."

 Pisuk, an elder from Rankin Inlet (Oosten
 and Laugrand 2002:180), also stressed the use of
 insects as a means to help a person:

 A pisuqsauti was something that enabled you to
 do something. My father had a small niviuvaq, a
 dung fly, to help him get home. Three days after
 we buried him, my brother Aattaaluk was visiting
 Kanaaq and saw my father knocking on the door.
 He recognized him through the window. My father
 had said if he wasn't taken right away, he wasn't
 going to keep trying. He had told us he was going
 to go to Kanaaq's, and not to our house. People
 don't seem to be using pisuqsautit any more. In
 the past, people used to come back. Tarralikitat,
 butterflies, were also used as a means of help
 ing you to come home. Someone would wipe the
 butterfly on the back of the parka of a young girl or
 boy. This was different from using house and dung
 flies.

 The size of these small life forms places them
 on the same level as the tarniq, a miniature image
 of a being contained in a bubble of air. Anglican
 missionary Julian Bilby (1923:205) observed, "The
 Tarnuk, or soul of a man, has the shape of a man,
 but is about one inch in height, and is to be discov
 ered in the hand of a conjuror or in that of a new
 born babe. The soul of a bear is like a bear; that of
 a walrus like a walrus; but the soul of a deer re
 sembles a spider, and that of a salmon, a man!"

 The notion of tarniq is an issue of debate and
 fascination among elders. The tarniq was the seat
 of health and life and it could be attacked or cap
 tured by a shaman. To defend themselves against
 dangerous spirits, such as tupilait, spirits of the
 dead that had turned against humanity or spir
 its sent by evil shamans, shamans defended them
 selves with miniature weapons, qalugiujait, at
 tached to their shamanic belts. The tarniq and the
 body represent different levels of reality contrast
 ing in terms of visibility. Whereas the human body

 is visible to everyone, the tarniq, like the tuurn
 gait, can only be seen by the angakkuit [shaman].
 The word tarniq is derived from the root tar?
 "dark." The fate of the body depends on the tarniq,
 that will survive at death. The tarniq can be de
 stroyed by evil shamans and if that happens a per
 son will inevitably die. The shift from one level to
 another is indicated by a difference in scale. When
 we are dealing with miniature objects or small be
 ings, we know we are dealing with the level of the
 tarniq and therefore have to proceed with caution

 But whereas for the larger life forms there is
 a distinction of scale between the level of ordinary
 life and the miniature level of the tarniq, this does
 not apply to the small life forms. They already op
 erate on the level of the tarniq. But they can in
 crease in size and narratives about giant worms
 or bumblebees play and important part in Inuit
 oral traditions. Like angakkuit, qupirruit operate
 on different levels of reality, connecting them and
 mediating between them.

 Qupirruit as Aarnguat [Amulets]
 The problem of scale also applies to aarnguat, am
 ulets. Whereas usually only a part of an animal
 can be integrated into an amulet so that a part/
 whole logic operates in the functioning of the am
 ulet, in the case of small life forms such as insects,
 they can be wholly integrated into an amulet and
 often more than one specimen can be contained in
 one amulet.

 Bilby (1923:233-234) described a shaman
 having a spider or beetle sewn up in a piece of
 skin, worn on boot or breast or back, as directed.
 The bumblebee, the spider, and flies often were
 used in amulets. Rasmussen (1931:43) found in a
 collection of amulets "a fly, which gives invulner
 ability because a fly is difficult to hit, and a water
 beetle, which gives strong temples."

 This connection between qupirruit and
 amulets is by no means accidental. An Iglulik
 myth recorded by Rasmussen (1929:110-11) ex
 plains that before the coming of shamanism, heal
 ing was associated with a sea urchin [itiq), a
 small sea animal belonging to the category of the
 qupirruit: "The first amulet that ever existed was
 the shell portion of a sea-urchin. It has a hole
 through it, and is hence called iteq [anus] and the
 fact of its being made the first amulet was due to
 its being associated with a particular power of
 healing."

 The itiq clearly connected the level of the
 human body to the level of the tarniq. The anus
 was the channel through which on one side peo
 ple could break wind, a healing procedure, and
 on other side a channel through which qupirruit
 might enter the body, a procedure that easily could
 be fatal as shown in the Kiviuq stories. The no
 tion of the hole and the anus suggest transition
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 and transformation associated with healing. Fart
 ing played a part in traditional methods of heal
 ing (Rasmussen 1929:111; 182). Rasmussen's story
 suggests that qupirruit were at the origin of sha

 manism as well as amulets.

 Qupirruit in the Epic Tradition
 of Kiviuq, the Great Traveler

 Kiviuq narratives are well known in the central
 Arctic. Kiviuq was a hunter who got lost in his
 kayak in a storm and met many non-human be
 ings. Famous stories relate how he escaped from
 a cannibalistic woman called Ivigtarsuaq, the big
 bee, and various other dangerous beings, how he
 married various non-human wives and how he fi
 nally returned to his homeland. In a narrative told
 by Imaruittuq, an elder from Iglulik (Oosten, La
 ugrand, and Rasing 1999:194) it is related how
 Kiviuq punished his unfaithful wives by filling up
 his mitts and his slippers with worms.

 When they became full he took a caribou skin that
 was drying and emptied the worms onto the skin.
 His wives were there watching and he asked one
 of them, "Which is scarier, worms or a harpoon
 head?" One of the wives replied, "Since you can
 squish worms they are not as scary." He emptied
 all the worms from his mitts and slippers onto the
 skin and told his wives to sit down on the skin
 after removing their pants. When they tried to sit
 on the tail flap of their parkas, he cut the flaps off.
 The worms started crawling inside them. Lem
 mings started coming out of their mouths. After he
 became a widower, he went out caribou hunting
 again.

 Boas (1901:223-224) presents a variant of the
 Kiviuq story where the vermin consists of insects
 such as spiders and beetles. The power to kill
 through qupirruit also played a part in a story by

 Nakasuk collected by Rasmussen (1931:292):
 There was once an old woman who asked for
 water to be brought her. Her daughter-in-law made
 as if to fetch water for her and brought the old
 woman her own piss. The old woman was blind,
 and therefore she was not afraid of her. The old
 woman took a draught of it and then said to her
 daughter-in-law: "Lice or sea scorpions, which of
 them do you think would tickle your body most?"
 "One only has to crush lice, and one can break the
 back of a sea scorpion" answered her daughter
 in-law. This she said, but at the same moment she
 drew a sea scorpion out of her genitals, and she
 pulled one sea scorpion out after another until she
 fell down dead.

 A Nattilik version of the Kiviuq story relates
 how Kiviuq encountered Ivigtarsuaq, the big bee
 (Rasmussen 1931:336-367). He entered her house

 without a roof and saw the sorceress tanning a hu
 man skin. She was a cannibal. He escaped with
 the assistance of his helping spirit, a snow bunt

 ing. The big bee pursued him and she threw her
 ulu (woman's knife), after him. "It skidded over
 the top of the water and finally turned to ice, to an
 ice floe. People say that all winter ice comes from
 that troll-woman's ulo; and the sea began to freeze
 over in winter. Before that there had always been
 open water." After Kiviuq had escaped from the
 big bee, he still had to deal with her helping spir
 its who all belonged to the category of qupirruit
 The first ones were "two enormous ausiva-luit,
 two giant caterpillars, that came running on their
 hairy legs to steal his kayak." But Kiviuq outran
 them, reached his kayak, and escaped out to sea.
 Paddling out over the sea, Kiviuq heard a voice
 behind him warning him of a big mussel. It was
 his own helping spirit warning him. He managed
 to get away from the giant mussel and arrived
 at a village where two spider women in human
 form were standing alone while their husbands

 were out hunting. He stayed with the women and
 lay with them both and took all their beads from
 them. "They had so many beads that they filled
 both his pualut [mittens] and his pinerqat [short
 outer kamiks]. And both the small spider-women
 wept." Even though the text does not specify this,
 the spider women may also have been helping
 spirits of the big bee.

 The big bumblebee is replaced by a spider
 woman in a version of the Kiviuq myth recorded
 by Boas (Boas 1901:193; see also Boas 1888:264).
 The spider woman "took up a knife and cut off
 one of her eyebrows, and ate it. She continued
 cleaning the skin while the blood was dripping
 down. Then she took up some object and drew it
 across her eyebrow. Suddenly the blood stopped,
 and the eyebrow looked as though it had never
 been cut." Kiviuq wished to enter the house but
 the passage was too small for his head. The spider

 woman told him to open his mouth and then he
 could enter. When she approached him he cut off
 her head. Her body dwindled until she became a
 spider. "When he was outside, he looked in at the

 window again, and saw her the same way as be
 fore, cleaning the caribou-skin." This version of
 the story emphasizes the capacity of qupirruit to
 come back to life again.

 Boas (1901:225-226) presents an interesting
 variant of the Kiviuq narrative related by Imaruit
 tuq. It relates that after the hero had avenged him
 self on his unfaithful wife in the way described
 by Imaruittuq, he married a fox in human appear
 ance. He made a wife exchange with Raven who
 complained about her smell. The fox woman was
 ashamed and ran away and her husband went after
 her. He followed her to a small hole in the stones
 of an old hut.

 He stamped with his foot over the hole and called
 her. Although she knew it was her husband call
 ing, she spoke as though addressing her children:
 "Go out and see who is there." Then an insect
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 came out of the hole. When it appeared, the man
 said to it, "Smoke is coming out of your head."
 In this way quite a number of insects and worms

 were sent out of the hole, and to each of them he
 said the same. Finally his wife asked him to come
 in. She told him to shut his eyes, to turn both
 sides of his jacket inward, and to come in back

 ward. He complied with her instructions, and
 backed into the fox's hole. When he got inside, he
 saw a large dog in one corner of the room. It was
 his wife's son. His wife appeared to him again in
 human shape as he had known her. The fox's hole
 seemed to him like a hut. What he believed to be a
 dog was really a spider.

 The usual sequence is that Kiviuq enters the hole
 and that the animals have a song feast inside. Var
 ious animals come out and offer themselves as

 wives to Kiviuq but he refuses them all. Then he
 enters the hole which turns out to be a big house,
 witnesses the song feast and recovers his wife (see
 e.g., Rasmussen 1931:372-373). In this story the
 insects do not offer themselves as wives, but the
 hero still sends them away referring to the smoke
 coming out of their head. He probably refers to the
 pu/uq, the vapor unclean women were thought to
 emanate during their menstruations.

 The whole setting suggests a shift of scale:
 the hero would have to become very small to en
 ter the hole. This shift in size is also suggested by
 the fact that the dog was in fact a spider. The min
 iature house with the woman and the dog evokes
 the context of the shamanic trip to the house of the
 sea woman.

 The Kiviuq narratives show that many of
 Kiviuq's adventures take place on the level of the
 insects (see Moore 1986: 38-40). According to the
 Nattilik version he did not die, but he is still alive.
 The stories show how dangerous qupirruit can be.
 Kiviuq is able to control them through his sha
 manic powers. Obviously each insect has its own
 specific symbolism. Therefore we will now exam
 ine various qupirruit in more detail.

 Bumblebees
 The role of bumblebees was first explored by an
 thropologist Lydia Black (1983, 1987). Black
 (1983:16) related that she became aware of the sig
 nificance of the animal in the Aleutian Islands
 when "Aleut acquaintances began to warn me,
 ostensibly in jest, of the danger in that locality
 from man-eating bumblebees: giant creatures who
 would leave nothing but our bleached bones, if we
 were not careful." She concludes that "the bum
 blebee is apparently a symbol for the power to
 kill, associated with the image of the killer whale"
 (Black 1987:23).

 In the eastern Arctic, bumblebees also have
 aquatic connotations and the bumblebee of the sea
 plays an important part in the shamanic initiation.
 Nuliajuk, an elder from Gjoa Haven, related,

 There is a bumblebee and a lemming in the sea. I
 have never seen these living beings in the sea, but
 I have heard about them from older people. When
 a person is becoming an angakkuq, this has to
 come from the bee in the sea. This is what I have
 heard. The one who wanted to become an angak
 kuq was a fisherman. The bee went up through
 his sleeve and sucked everything out of his body,
 in order for him to become an angakkuq. After
 sucking out all the deep places in his body, the
 bee would go down toward the earth. (Kugaaruk
 workshop 2004)

 Thus the bumblebee sucks the body of the
 shamanic candidate empty. Nuliajuk's ac
 count was confirmed by Angutinngurniq from
 Kugaaruk.

 I have never seen anyone initiated as an angakkuq
 [a shaman], but I have heard my grandfather, my
 father, and my uncle telling stories about becom
 ing an angakkuq. The iguptaq, the bee, is actually
 a person. The bee would go inside your sleeve and
 suck your body right through. An angakkuq could
 help somebody else become one. This seems like
 a fairy tale, but it was real. The angakkuit would
 put something up to block the view when they
 were performing. The angakkuq who was helping
 someone else become one would take him right
 under the sea, and the bee would go through his
 sleeve and suck his body. He would grab it like
 this to throw it in the hole. There was a place that
 had a platform right beside that hole. You had to
 go through that hole or nothing would happen.
 After they went through the ice for just a few
 minutes, they came out again. It seemed that they
 didn't remember anything about what happened
 down there. (Kugaaruk workshop 2004)

 The bumblebee thus played an important part in
 shamanic initiation. Kopak from Naujaat related
 how he was once attacked by an iguptaq. It may
 have been a shamanic calling.

 There were two of us in the fall. It was just begin
 ning to freeze beneath the sea. You could tell that
 there was a bumble bee flying around. It wasn't
 loud, but we could hear it. We were down at the
 shore. I went in the tent. There were two of us,
 and it came into the tent. The noise got closer and
 closer. You could tell it was a bee from the sea. I
 went to the tent to get away from it. I knew this
 other person would be scared so I went there. I
 didn't know what to do once I was in the tent. The
 earth around me became alive. I know it doesn't
 sound believable, but the bee became so loud
 that the earth was shaking because of that noise.
 It didn't do anything to me. I was inside the tent,
 but the earth moved every time I heard the noise. I
 didn't know what to do. I didn't have any weapon
 to protect myself. There was an old bone from the
 shoulder of a caribou, a kisiaq. I found somebody's
 old dog harness. I put it around this caribou bone.
 The earth started to tremble and make noise, right
 through the sea. I could tell. There were just two
 of us. This other person didn't say anything. I
 knew this person was very scared. I was becoming
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 scared myself. I grabbed the kisiaq, this bone, and
 threw it away, along with the dog harness. I could
 tell that the bee was going toward the sea. I could
 tell because the earth was moving. You know that
 bees are not big. They are small, like flies, but this
 was very loud, similar to thunder. If I hadn't paid
 any attention to it, I don't know what might have
 happened. If I had just stayed there, and I hadn't
 done anything, I wonder what would have hap
 pened. It would have come to the land. It was not
 completely on the land. It was on the shore ready
 to come out on the land. You could hear it because
 the earth was responding to that noise. Even me,
 I was afraid. My partner, who is easily frightened
 of things, was calm. I was the one who was afraid.
 I threw that anu, that dog harness, towards the
 land. I found something on the ground. It looked
 like an unaaq [seal harpoon]. I don't know what it

 was exactly. I stabbed the air all around us and the
 noise became fainter and fainter and eventually
 it went away. If I hadn't done anything, the bee

 would have come to the land where we were. It
 was the bee of the sea. I worked hard to fight
 the noise as I was scared. (Kugaaruk workshop
 2004)

 The sound of the bumblebee is clearly a distinc
 tive feature of the animal. Apparently Kopak knew
 how to defend himself by using a kisiaq and an
 anu, a dog harness. The dog harness more often
 served to protect a person against danger. Even
 though Kopak never saw the bumblebee, his de
 scription of the sound suggests a huge being. The
 bumblebee could act as a helping spirit as related
 by Rasmussen (1931:297-298),

 Tarraijuk was a handsome young man, a skillful
 hunter, and was said to have long enjoyed the
 favour of Tinoreq when her husband, Tinaoq the
 shaman, was out hunting. At this his helping spirit
 Ivigtarssuaq, a bee in human form, was offended
 and punished Tarraijuk by possessing him and

 making him wild and senseless whenever it did
 so. And then the peculiar thing happened that the
 helping spirit found such great spiritual gifts in
 Tarraijuk that, in the end, it became reconciled to
 him and became his helping spirit too, but with
 out leaving or failing Tinaoq. Ivigtarssuaq came
 to Tarraijuk, it is said, one summer while he was
 out alone hunting caribou, and so violently did
 he possess his body that it took several men to
 hold him; he struck out so furiously and raged
 so violently against his surroundings. A hysteri
 cal attack of this kind is looked upon as a typical
 sign that the spirits are taking an interest in a man
 or a woman. I have witnessed many attacks like
 the one Tarraijuk had. The reason was stated to
 be that Ivigtarssuaq on such occasions was filled
 with anger because, as a holy man, he had eaten
 of white man's provisions. Tarraijuk rushed about
 and shouted like a madman, frothing at the mouth,
 until some strong men at length overpowered and
 bound him.

 The bumblebee interfered when Tarraijuk
 meddled with sexual relationships or food that

 were no concern of his. The bumblebee is a fe
 rocious spirit. Women especially fear it. Uqalik
 (IE 432) from Iglulik expressed her fear of bees
 stating that if a bee would come in she would flee
 immediately. A tradition collected by Rasmussen
 (1931:196) from the shaman Samik relates how the
 bumblebee punished women who refused to have
 intercourse with men other than their husbands.

 Two men, Oqortoq and Tinaoq, had one evening
 agreed to exchange wives. When night came
 and they were to retire to rest they each bade his
 wife to go to the tent of the man whose wife he
 awaited. But then the strange thing happened that
 both women, whose names were Arnangussaq
 and Tinoreq, declared that they would not sleep
 with any other than their own husbands. Never
 theless the husbands compelled them to go out,
 but neither of them would go into the other tent;
 they remained standing outside. Then suddenly
 a spirit came over them, the spirit that is called
 Ivigtarssuaq "the big bee." Ordinarily it is only a
 common bee, but when its anger is aroused it can
 turn into any form, become big and dangerous
 and frightful. In this case it came over these two
 disobedient women as an enormous and shapeless
 figure. Arnangussaq at once fell swooning outside
 the tent she should have been in, whereas Tinoreq
 fled out into the dark night. With great difficulty
 Arnangussaq was called to life again, after which
 they started to look for Tinoreq. At length she was
 found by Oqortoq, for he was a shaman. She lay
 like one dead, stretched out on the ground and
 chilled through and through, and her heart beat
 so faintly that it could scarcely be heard. She suc
 ceeded in bringing her to life again.

 Rasmussen related that after this the women will
 ingly lay with others whenever their husbands re
 quired them to do so.

 The bumblebee seems to be considered as a
 threat to women. Kappianaq, an elder from Iglu
 lik related how his mother was approached by an
 iguptaq (sea bee),

 She said that once an attempt by a sea bee was
 made to become her helping spirit, as she was
 afraid of it. She could hear it but could not see it.
 It was on the ice while they were hunting seals by

 mauliq. She had walked to another community in
 a company of an older woman. As they walked,
 they kept hearing a bee. All along they were walk
 ing on the ice late at night. Sometimes the sound

 would go around her, as it turned out it was look
 ing for a place to enter her. If it had gotten into
 her, then it would have become her helping spirit.
 It has the same sound as an ordinary bee buzzing.

 When she mentioned that, she told her companion
 that it was an ocean bee. As soon as my mother

 mentioned that, it immediately left. (Kappianaq
 IE 458)

 The sound of the bumblebee is strongly marked
 in this account. Apparently the appearance of the
 bumblebee was a shamanic calling that would
 have been answered if it were allowed to enter her
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 body. Kappianaq's mother countered this by iden
 tifying the animal.

 In the same interview Kappianaq explained
 that the tusks of small airujjait (fairy shrimps)
 from the lakes can be used during a shamanic
 incantation. They can be fitted into the mouth,
 and the mouth is stretched. As the airujjait
 are associated with light and transparency, the
 stretching of the mouth appears to create bright
 ness. Unfortunately the text of the interview is not
 clear, but it evokes Black's description of the bum
 blebee (Black 1987:23) and there may be a con
 nection between the airujaq and the bumblebee
 that is still represented by the Aleuts as a giant

 man-eating beast, with a gaping jaw and ferocious
 fangs.

 Arngnasungaaq, an elder from Qamanittuaq,
 related how long ago his mother protected him
 with a healing ritual against a bumblebee,

 My mother helped me once when I was sick for a
 long time.. . . My mother said someone or some
 thing must be trying to get me. My mother rolled
 a bit of the skin bedding at the back of the iglu,
 and facing the back edge of the iglu she was say
 ing things to get my spirit back. A large bumble
 bee was trying to enter from behind the iglu, but
 didn't go in, so I guess that thing was trying to get
 me. Days after my mother did her ritual I started
 getting up and felt well, and today I am still alive.
 Those kinds of rituals were helpful (Mannik
 1998:217)

 The bumblebee is often used as an amulet. Ac
 cording to Rasmussen (1931:43) "A bee with all
 its progeny sewn into a piece of skin and fastened
 to the hood gives a strong head" (see also Rasmus
 sen 1929:275, "A bee and its young sewn into skin
 and used as a brow band: gives a strong head, es
 pecially in fisticuffs"). The connection between a
 bee and its offspring in an amulet suggests a con
 nection between the bee and life and vitality. Ma
 nilaq also possessed a bee as an amulet (Rasmus
 sen 1929:221-222): "Perhaps it has also helped me
 that as an amulet I have a bee, which is also said
 to give vital power. That is why I still look young,
 in spite of my great age." Rasmussen (1929:170) re
 lates: "A live bee must be rolled over the back of
 a pregnant woman and afterwards kept; when she
 gives birth to her child, this bee will become an
 effective amulet; fastened on top of the head in a
 hair band, it gives long life."

 The connection to hair confirms the relation
 to life and growth. According to Boas (1907:515),
 "To help the growth of hair of a girl, her hair is

 washed with blood; or a bee is attached to her
 hood, but this is believed also to produce lice. The
 bee can also serve as amulet for dogs." Jenness
 (1922:169) relates with respect to the Copper Inuit:
 "Higilak once wrapped the body of a live bumble
 bee in a shred of cloth and tied it round a pup's
 neck to make the animal fierce and bold like the

 bee" (see also Angutinngurniq in Laugrand and
 Oosten [2002] and Thalbitzer [1914:627].

 Originally from Qamanittuaq, Peryouar re
 called how an old woman made amulets with
 bumblebees. "Before sewing them on she would
 put the dead bees in a piece of caribou hide.
 She would sew them on, not too close together,
 and there got to be many on the belt" (Mannik
 1998:158).

 According to Aupilaarjuk, an elder from
 Rankin Inlet,

 But we do see what is in the stomachs of bearded
 seals and ring seals. We can find what we call Igut
 saup siggungit, because they resemble bumblebee
 stingers. This is what my father put on the back of

 my nephew's parka so that, if he was going to die
 before his time, he would come back to life. This
 was taken out of a bearded seal's stomach, and
 placed on the back of my nephew's parka. They
 have a beak exactly like a bird, I don't know what
 they are, but we call them bumblebees. (Saladin
 d'Anglure 2001:29)

 Inuksaq, from Arviat recalled: "I had mittens when
 I was a child and I had a pouch in each mitten.
 There were two adults bees in each and a baby
 bee was put there as well. These were there so
 that when a woman in labor had complications I
 could help ease the delivery" (Bennett and Rowley
 2004:202).

 The bee can also play a part in dreams. Ijiraq,
 an elder from Iglulik, related:

 At the time when we had to sleep at the bottom
 of the fiord at Awajaq before we went back to our
 tent, I had a disturbing dream. The dream I had

 was about a bee that had come to us. This par
 ticular bee was different from any other bees that
 I have seen. It had a real mouth and it was after

 me. I had a knife in my hand and hacked it with
 it into two. As it turned out there was another bee

 which went right to the one that I hacked and it
 immediately proceeded to lick the downed bee.
 Both bees had real eyes. As soon as the other
 started to lick it, the other started to get back to
 gether and regain its full size, at once they started
 for me again but I woke up. The dream was short
 but I woke up my partner and told him about
 this strange dream that I dreamed and I told him
 that I had lost hope. As it turned out that in the
 very near future I was going to fall into the water
 through the ice. (Ijiraq IE 231)

 The dream testified to the regenerative power of
 the bees but it also spelled bad news. But bees can
 also be a good sign. Randa (1994:392) reports that
 a lone bumblebee on the sea shore is a sign that
 the fish are returning.

 As in Alaska, bees are associated with canni
 balism and the power to kill. The notions of can
 nibalism and killing merge in the shamanic call
 ing that implies a symbolical rebirth. In most cases

 when people felt threatened by bumblebees a sha
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 manic calling may have played a part. Bees oper
 ate on different scales. Although very small, they
 can increase their size and become very danger
 ous. They can sanction wrong alimentary or sex
 ual behavior and women especially seem to feel
 threatened by them. They are associated with life
 vitality, mobility, and regenerative powers.

 Spiders
 In the eastern Arctic spiders are numerous and can
 be found in the land as well as in the sea. Father
 van de Velde, for instance, once found a big sea

 spider in Pelly Bay (Kugaaruk) in 1956 (see Fig. 1).
 However, we do not find an origin myth of the spi
 der. Rasmussen collected a complex myth in north
 Alaska (Ostermann 1952:226-228) evoking fea
 tures of the origin myths of the sea woman and the

 moon man. A woman who did not want to marry
 finally married a head. When he was stabbed in
 the eye by her father, the husband disappeared
 and she went out to find him. She first traveled
 to the bottom of the sea. When her husband re
 jected her she went up into the land of the sky and

 met the moon man who tried to kill her. Thanks to
 the help of a little woman dressed in animal guts

 Figure 1. Tuktordjuk, a sea spider found by Father Van de Velde in Pelly Bay (Kugaaruk) in 1956. The specimen is at
 the Eskimo Museum (Churchill). Photograph taken by F. Laugrand.
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 she escaped and killed the moon man. Then she
 descended from the sky along a thread made of
 sinew, but because she opened her eyes too
 late she was transformed into a spider. All spi
 ders are descended from her (see also Cumming
 (1954:59).

 The story shows that the spider connects dif
 ferent levels of the world, the land the bottom of
 the sea and the land in the sky. Her thread makes
 the connection. The girl should have opened her
 eyes the moment she touched the ground, but as
 she was too late she was transformed into a spider.
 Apparently seeing something can prevent a trans
 formation. A similar principle is at stake when a
 person kills a dwarf, an inuragulligaq. The mo
 ment he does not watch it, the dwarf will come to
 life again.

 In the eastern Arctic we can find various
 stories about spiders in human appearance. We
 already referred to the spider woman in a ver
 sion of the Kiviuq myth recorded by Boas. Me
 tayer related a story about an orphan and a spider
 family.

 An old lady used to beg some food for her grand
 son, from a rich man. The orphan boy used to stay
 outside while his grandmother was sleeping. One
 night he saw a light in the darkness and went to
 it. It was a spider's house. The spider told his wife
 to bring some food for their visitor. She brought in
 some pieces of wood and told him to eat. The boy
 did not know how to eat wood ... so the woman
 showed him, and he found it good: it was fish
 that looked like wood. They also gave him some
 of that food for his grandmother. She also liked it
 and brought some of it as a gift to the rich man's
 family.

 Later on, the orphan boy told his grandmother:
 "I would like to have a good time with the rich

 man's daughter. Go and fetch her!"
 She went. Upon seeing her, the rich man

 thought that she wanted some food for her grand
 son. When she told him what the boy had asked
 for, he told his daughter: "Follow her!"

 The boy had a wife and they lived on friendly
 terms with the spider family. They worked to
 gether and exchanged their wives.

 The spider woman gave a knife to the boy's
 wife. They used to exchange all kinds of gifts.
 (Metayer 1973[101]:804)

 In this story the spider and his wife provide food
 and gifts and enable the boy to marry the daugh
 ter of a rich man. Just as in the Nattilik version of
 the Kiviuq myth (Rasmussen 1931:368) spiders are
 rich.

 Lizzie Itinnuaq (Oosten and Laugrand
 2007:131) related that she had been threatened by
 a spider wishing to get a name. She stated "There
 is a spider that has human flesh that has tried to
 get one." The notion of a spider with human flesh
 evokes the origin myths of the spider recorded by

 Rasmussen about a girl transformed into a spider.
 She also referred to the use of spiders as helping
 spirits. "One day I found a spider. I went to spray
 it and it disappeared. I thought maybe this spi
 der belonged to someone who did not like me who
 was using the spider as a helper" (Oosten and Lau
 grand 2002:84).

 Spiders could predict a death. Rasmussen
 (1929:51-52; see also Rasmussen 1927:146) pro
 vides an account by Orulo of such a prediction at
 Admiralty Inlet:

 Then one day I remember we were startled to hear
 a woman from one of the tents calling out: 'Here,
 come and look, quick, come and see.' We all ran
 to the spot, and there we saw a spider letting itself
 down to the ground. We could not make out where
 it came from; it looked as if it were letting itself
 down from the sky. We all saw it, and there was
 silence among the tents. For when a spider comes
 down from the sky it means someone is going to
 die. And true it was; when people came up from
 the coast we learned that four men had perished
 in their kayaks.

 This idea of the spider bringing death may be con
 nected to Balikci's (1970:70) description of a Nat
 tilik iviutaq in the context of seal hunting: "The
 indicator was a device used to signal the arrival of
 the seal at a breathing hole. The down indicator

 was the most commonly used. It was an extremely
 delicate device, consisting mainly of a piece of
 hard caribou leg sinew, split so as to resemble a
 small spider with two claws. A bit of swan's-down

 was attached to this by a sinew thread." Aqattiaq
 from Iglulik related:

 Some can predict but of course some others can
 not. Again our grandmother, of course this was
 before the introduction of radios and the likes, in
 the winter I saw a caribou hair that was shaped in
 a round position and part of it stretched out a bit,
 it was falling from the ceiling from our qarmaq
 as would a spider making its way down. I told
 her that the caribou hair was acting like a spider
 making its way down in its web. She was alarmed
 and asked to see it, so I showed it to her and she
 said . . . [Oh my! Something is terribly wrong
 somewhere, someone might have drowned, we

 will be getting some new, about a dire consequence
 in the future!] (Aqattiaq IE 149; see also 267)

 It turned out that a person had drowned.1
 Randa (1994:407) related that some Igluling

 miut believe that killing a spider brings strong
 winds. A spider could be used as an amulet. Ras
 mussen (1931:270) related. "Four amulets worn by
 Naujaq:

 ... a spider: makes the wearer a good crafts
 man; is especially effective if sometimes it is used
 for stroking in between one's fingers."

 The spider can replace the bumblebee and
 like the bumblebee it can be used in divination.
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 The Beetle [Minnguq)
 Kolb and Law (2001:58) relate that Qalasiq did not
 believe that her father Anarqaq was an angakkuq
 until he showed her his ability.

 He put his hand over his mouth. When he re
 moved it, there in his hand was something walk
 ing. It was a minnguq, something like a beetle and
 it was walking in his hand. I never believed him
 before. I looked and there it was walking about on
 the palm of his hand. He said, "You don't believe

 me, so look at this." He gave me his hand, and I
 looked at it. He put his hand over his mouth again.
 He opened his mouth and I looked to see where
 the minnguq was. He didn't seem to have swal
 lowed it. It just disappeared. I believed more then,
 after he showed me this. Up until then I always
 thought that he wasn't really an angakkuq.

 In an interview with Laugrand (Qalasiq 1999) she
 added that she realized it was one of his spirits.

 The handling of small insects may have been
 a feature of angakkuuniq. Anautalik, an elder from
 Arviat, who (according to van den Steenhoven)
 was involved in shamanic practices as a young
 man, often showed his skill in handling these
 small animals (see Fig. 2).

 The beetle was also used in amulets. Rasmus
 sen (1931:274) stated that a minnguq (water bee
 tle), "sewn on to a boy's hood band opposite the
 eyes and temples gives strong temples and power
 ful eye sockets."

 The Kiviuq narratives relate that small life
 forms were having their song contests just like hu
 man beings do. Rasmussen (1931:355) presents a
 dialogue in a song contest between a water bee
 tle and a blow fly. The blow fly told the water bee
 tle that he would not be able to respond as he was
 belly-less, but the water beetle retorted that belly
 less or not, he would answer back and turned his
 back on him. A variant referring to a worm and a

 Figure 2. The late Luke Anautalik playing with an in
 sect in Arviat, 2000. Photograph taken by F. Laugrand.

 fly can be found in Rasmussen (1931:354-355).
 He rendered a dialogue by Niaqiinuaq in which a
 worm told the fly it had no coat of hair. And the
 fly responded that all the same it could retaliate.
 These songs illustrate that these small life forms
 should never be underestimated since they have
 always the capacity to get back at you.

 Mosquitoes [Kikturiat)
 According to a tradition recorded in Inuktitut
 mosquitoes originated from the body of a giant.
 A young man went into caves where giants lived.
 The Inuk shot a giant in the heel. He fell and be
 came smaller and smaller until he was the same
 size as the Inuk. The young man went out to in
 form people who flocked towards the cave. Then
 they saw the body of the giant was on fire. "All
 the Inuit looked at the fire; then they looked at the
 sun. There, flying up from the fire, were thou
 sands and thousands of mosquitoes. The giant, as
 he burned, was being changed into mosquitoes"
 (Anonymous 1985:50-52).

 According to a narrative collected by Turner
 (1979 [1894]:100), lice instead of mosquitoes were
 derived from the body of a dead giant whereas
 mosquitoes came from a human mistake and dis
 respect. A woman never cleaned her husband's
 garments properly. Finally he took some of the
 dirt from it and flung it after his wife. "The parti
 cles changed into mosquitoes and now (in spring),
 when the warm days come and the women have
 the labor of cleaning clothes to perform, the in
 sects gather around them, and the women are
 thus reminded of the slovenly wife and what
 befell her."

 Rasmussen (1929:271) relates a version of the
 story of How the Mosquitoes First Came he col
 lected from Inugpasugjuk connecting the origin of

 mosquitoes to the eating of lice. During a period of
 starvation two women managed to survive by eat
 ing each other's lice. When they finally reached a
 camp,

 ... no one in that village would believe what they
 said, thinking rather that they must have lived on
 the dead bodies of their neighbours. And think
 ing this to be the case, they killed the two women.
 They killed them and cut them open to see what
 was inside them; and lo, not a single scrap of hu
 man flesh was there in the stomachs; they were
 full of lice. But now all the lice suddenly came to
 life, and this time they had wings, and flew out of
 the bellies of the dead women and darkened the
 sky. Thus the mosquitoes first came.

 Rasmussen (1930:21-22) presents another
 version of the story relating that the wife of the
 cannibal Igimarahugjuk was killed to assess
 whether she had only lice while he was consum
 ing human flesh. "But afterwards no one would
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 believe that Arnahugaq had only eaten lice, and
 they killed her and cut open her stomach and
 saw that it was full of lice. But all the lice came
 alive again when the men cut the stomach open
 and became kikturigjat: mosquitoes, which flew
 out over the land. And from them, it is said, all
 gnats come." Here we have a double transforma
 tion, mosquitoes coming out of lice and gnats from

 mosquitoes.
 Even though the mosquitoes are considered

 to be a pest (the first lines of a famous song pub
 lished in Rasmussen [1929:18] are quite clear:
 "Cold and mosquitoes, These two pests come
 never together". Mosquitoes have to be respected.
 Angutinngumiq from Kugaaruk explained,

 One time I remember I was walking around and
 there were a lot of mosquitoes. I hated them and
 I wanted to get rid of them. I removed the wings

 while they were still alive. I put one down on the
 ground and did the same thing with other mosqui
 toes. I was going after them because I hated them.
 Later on that day, it was a hot day in the sum
 mertime, it started to snow. It started to get cold.
 If I had been alone I would not have kept going.
 The weather turned suddenly cold. I was able to
 survive because there was someone else with me.
 That was the time I learned that all-living things,
 even mosquitoes do have a soul. They have a
 spirit. (Arviat workshop 2002)

 Mistreatment of mosquitoes results in a
 change of the weather. Mosquitoes would retaliate
 when they were not respected. Ijjangiaq from Iglu
 lik related:

 I also have heard about a person that would take
 off the proboscis of a mosquito and release it af
 terwards in a tent. After that experience the fol
 lowing year when the mosquito came alive again,
 this person had to be protected by others from
 the mosquitoes. Two people were returning from
 a walk to their camp. One of them was the same
 person. The other person had to protect him from
 all of the mosquitoes that were trying to get at this
 person. The mosquitoes were so numerous that it
 appears as smoke was coming out of them above
 the two people that were returning to the camp.
 This was the way he was "akkiviujuq" by the
 mosquitoes. This happened very recently when
 we were already alive. When this individual was
 taken inside the tent, all the holes were secured
 so that no mosquitoes could enter. Above the tent
 it was swarming with so many mosquitoes that it
 appeared as if it was smoking. (Ijjangiaq IE 094)

 Paillet (1973:32-33) reports that in Qamanittuaq,
 the only inland community of Nunavut, "two
 types of mosquitoes are recognized, the kikturiaq,
 the noisy and greedy ones which have become the
 emblem of Qamanittuaq, and the tuktuuyaq, said
 to be less obnoxious." At Qamanittuaq a special
 ritual could be performed to protect a baby against
 mosquitoes. According to Annie Haqpi babies

 were exposed to mosquitoes so that later on they
 would not be devoured by them (Baker Lake work
 shop 2005; see Fig. 2).

 Boas (1901:213) related a story about a man
 and a woman who were warned by a tuniq, a peo
 ple that had preceded the Inuit as inhabitants of
 the land, not to pursue their trip because of the

 mosquitoes. The woman stayed with the tuniq, but
 finally the man decided that he did not want to
 stay in the house of the tuniq and went out with
 his stick assuming that he could deal with mosqui
 toes. When he did not return, the tuniq went out
 to look for him and found him dead with his stick
 in his hand. Many mosquitoes were lying dead be
 side him, but they had sucked out all his blood.

 Mosquitoes also had a predictive value. Ac
 cording to Arngnasungaaq, an elder from Qamanit
 tuaq, mosquitoes are a sign that the caribou are
 coming (Mannik 1998:217). In the Kitikmeot re
 gion, Inuit indicate that caribou hate them and
 that when they are too many, they gather and go in
 circles to get rid of them: "Sometimes when they
 shook the flies off it would make the sound like
 thunder" (Thorpe 2000:86). Randa (1994:400) re
 lates that in Iglulik, when the first mosquitoes ap
 peared in spring, people would know that the
 bearded seals were about to enter the bays. Pisuk
 from Rankin Inlet related that a big mosquito ap
 pearing in his dreams would predict a death (Oos
 ten and Laugrand 2007:112-113).

 In origin narratives mosquitoes originate
 from a giant pile of filthy clothes that had never
 been properly cleaned, or lice in the stomach of a
 dead woman. Today, elders are not always agree
 ing on their origin. Thus for Ollie Itinnuaq mos
 quitoes come from the ground whereas for Lizzie
 Itinnuaq (2008), they come from the sky. Mosqui
 toes are considered a plague, but they should not
 be mistreated as they can get back to you and kill
 you. Like other qupirruit they announce specific
 events. Mosquitoes and lice appear to be closely
 related.

 Lice [Kumait)
 In a story collected by botanist Lucien Turner
 (1979 [1894]:100) in the Nunavik area, "Lice are
 supposed to drop from the body of a huge spirit,
 dwelling in the regions above, who was pun
 ished by having these pets constantly torment
 him. In his rage to free himself the lice dropped
 down upon the people who condemned him to his
 punishment."

 In the Canadian western Arctic, Oblate mis
 sionary Maurice Metayer (1973:(62):772; see also
 no. 40 for a variant) presents an origin myth of
 lice.

 A man who hunted deer in the summertime, built
 a shelter by a lake. Some beetles and caterpillars
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 across the lake were waiting for him to get asleep.
 Then they crossed the lake in their kayaks to see
 him. They raced to see who would be the first
 ones to arrive. By the time they were in the middle
 of the lake, the caterpillars were still ahead, but
 they broke their paddle and the beetles finally
 took the lead. They were the ones to arrive first.
 They went inside the shelter to see the hunter and
 were turned into lice. Before that, man never had
 any lice.

 In this narrative competition plays an important
 part. The lice originate from beetles, just as in
 other stories mosquitoes originate from lice.2

 Lice are also connected to health. Joamie, an
 elder from south Baffin Island, (Therrien and La
 ugrand 2001:200), reported, "Elders today, in
 cluding myself, think that lice helps to control
 and remove illness from our bodies. People al
 ways got fresh blood when the lice sucked out the
 old blood from our bodies. We elders like to think
 that lice remove illnesses." Therrien and Laugrand
 (2001:14-15) report that lice were also used to
 cure eyes and especially to alleviate blindness (see
 also Philippe 1951 and Black (1977:84), Atagutsiaq
 from Arctic Bay related,

 I have heard that they were very useful for people
 who had eye infections that were not caused by
 snow blindness. A head or body of a louse was
 tied to a strand of hair, and put in the eye that had
 become infected. The louse would walk around
 in the eye. After it was removed, the louse's legs

 were covered with the infected matter, which it
 removed from the eye. A person who was going
 blind was then able to see.

 According to Ootoova, an elder from Mitti
 matalik, lice were killed with the teeth, but not
 eaten. She used to squash lice with her teeth and
 then she spit them out (Therrien and Laugrand
 2001:23-24).

 Polar explorer Peter Freuchen (1935:142)
 related:

 They can be disposed of easily by having the
 women look you over. It is considered quite el
 egant and in the height of fashion when one feels
 a louse biting to indicate the spot with his finger,
 bend over, and let a woman pick it out. It is also
 possible for her to reveal her emotions towards the
 man in so doing. If she crushes the insect between
 her fingers or drops it in the lamp flame, she is
 merely being courteous. But if she cracks it be
 tween her teeth and eats it, that is a sure sign she
 looks with favor upon the man.

 Freuchen might not be a reliable source in this re
 spect, and there may be more at stake. Rasmus
 sen (1932:208-209; see, also Rasmussen 1931:412
 413) relates the story of a louse indicating that if a
 louse is eaten, it can still escape through the anus,
 but once it is cracked between the fingernails, it is
 definitely destroyed.

 A louse once asked for his mittens, saying: "Bring
 my mittens and my axe. The ones who are go
 ing to The Land of the Neck' are getting ready to
 go." His wife is said to have replied: "They will
 only crack you," to which he answered: "If they
 put me in their mouths I can get out through their
 backsides, so I'll come home all right. But if I am
 squeezed between finger-nails I won't be able to
 come back." It is said that he never returned, so
 presumably he has been cracked between finger
 nails.

 According to Turner (1979 [1894]:89, fig. 51),
 lice were sometimes removed from the body with
 a specific tool, a back-scratcher called ku-me-u-tik,
 "that which removes lice." Rhoda Kaukjak Kat
 sak from Pond Inlet relates how she was struck
 by the negative attitude of the nurses towards
 lice, "The nurses, they taught us that we weren't
 supposed to have lice in our hair. We had never
 thought that lice in our hair was necessarily a bad
 thing! When I got to town that very first day, they
 found lice in my hair, they took me to the nurs
 ing station and cut my long hair off." (Wachowich
 1999:194-195).

 Stories about lice also refer to the shift
 ing of scales. In a story recorded by Rasmussen
 (1932:258) a giant refers to lice as lemmings.

 Lice are attributed to Indians as well as some
 non-human beings. Rasmussen (1931:122) related
 about Indians, "We call them Itqilit (those with
 many louse eggs) because they are full of lice. Ac
 cording to the Umingmaktormiutaq Netsit, Ama
 ligjuit, who steal children by putting them into
 their amauti, are infested with lice (Rasmussen
 1932:202-203). Rasmussen (1932:109) relates that
 in the shamanic language, caribou are said to be
 the lice of the land: "A very large herd of cari
 bou is seen moving over the ground, they are com
 pared with lice swarming on the scalp."

 Lice originate from a giant being or beetles,
 they are associated with death as well as health;
 they are marked as non-human food and able to
 circulate through the body. Apparently they oper
 ate on different scales as qupirruit (in relation to
 human being), as lemmings in relation to giants
 and as caribou in relation to the earth. As masters
 of transformation from one scale to another they
 continue to fascinate and today, many Inuit artists
 enjoy representing these very small beings in carv
 ings and drawings (see Fig. 3).

 Worms, Caterpillars, and Maggots
 In Inuit narratives worms [qumait] and caterpillars
 are closely connected. In the nineteenth century,
 Captain Lyon (1824:408) reported: "I discovered
 at this period that the women had a great dread
 of caterpillars, for I could persuade none of them
 to touch some which I had spinning in a box. The
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 Figure 3. Anonymous carving from Naujaat representing a louse. In the Eskimo Museum (Churchill: C68.19.1).
 Photograph taken by F. Laugrand.

 bare pretence of having thrown one into the jacket
 of a young girl almost alarmed her into fits."

 Rasmussen (1929:268-269) relates a story
 by Ivaluardjuk about a woman who adopted a
 larva as a son and nursed it in her armpits so it
 grew on her blood. She treated it as son, took it
 on her lap and sang nursery rhymes for it, "Lit
 tle one that will bring me snow when you grow
 up, Little one that will find meat for me When you
 grow up!" But as the larva grew, the woman be
 came more pale, and people became afraid of it.
 One day, when she was out visiting they threw it
 out into the passage of the house and it was torn
 apart by dogs. It was completely filled with blood.

 When the woman returned, she cried "Oh, they
 have thrown my dear child out of the house."
 And she burst into tears and went into the house
 weeping. (See also Rasmussen 1930:33-34; 90 and
 1932:227-228.) The figure of the larva is also rep
 resented in the string figure tradition (see Rasmus
 sen 1932:136).

 Rasmussen (1930:90) recorded from Kibkar
 juk a variant of the story among the Caribou In
 uit. In this version the larva sucks the breasts in
 stead of the blood of its adoptive human mother.
 In a Nattilik variant told by Nakasuk (Rasmussen
 1931:401), a woman adopted a caterpillar. She put
 it into her stocking so it could suck her blood. It

 was thrown to the dogs by her grandchildren. Ras
 mussen (1908:171-172) also recorded variants of
 these stories among the Polar Inuit. In one ver
 sion a woman adopts a caterpillar which is killed
 by the men of the camp after it ate a little baby. In
 another version she adopts a worm that is finally
 torn apart by the dogs. All these narratives empha
 size the parasitic nature of these beings. They can
 be adopted, but they can only live as parasites on
 the living human body. They are insatiable beings
 fed on blood and milk and ultimately killed by the

 men of the camp. The fear of these beings is also
 expressed in the Kiviuq stories. In a Copper ver
 sion of the Kiviuq myth told by Tatilgak a cater
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 pillar woman replaces the bumblebee as a canni
 balistic woman trying to eat the hero (Rasmussen
 1932:237-238).

 The eating of the human body is especially
 attributed to the maggots, qitirulliq. Among the
 Copper Inuit we find various references to the
 fear of being devoured as a corpse. Rasmussen
 (1932:136) presents a dead man's song collected
 among the Umingmaktormiut describing the fear
 of the maggots entering through the hollow of the
 collarbone and the eyes.

 Inversely maggots could be eaten by hu
 man beings, but they are not considered as edi
 ble. Therrien and Laugrand (2001:258-259) quote
 Joamie, an elder from Iqaluit: "I have heard that
 you can gain weight from eating maggots. There
 is no way I can eat them. I ended up in the hospi
 tal once because I was afraid of a maggot. I fainted

 when I saw a maggot, while I was eating mattaaq.
 Maggots are like ghosts for me. I really fear them."
 But maggots would be present in aged cached
 meat. Aalasi related: "I have heard of maggots in
 aged cached meat being so numerous that you
 could hear them swarming. People scooped them
 up and ate them." She adds that people sometime
 survived by eating them.

 The fear of being eaten by maggots, worms,
 or caterpillars seems to be at the root of a practice
 to become an angakkuq. Boas (1901:153-154) re
 lates that a person could become an angakkuq by
 having the flesh of his arms eaten by worms. This
 destructive capacity of worms may have quali
 fied them for hunting or for getting strength in
 the context of the shamanic initiation.3 In Baf
 fin Island, Bilby (1923:222) relates a practise per
 formed by the tuniit, the ancestors of the Inuit,
 who would obtain their lightness in order to run
 very fast "by filling their boots with all kinds of in
 sects and caterpillars, which gnaw the flesh from
 the bones."

 A similar practice was reported recently by
 Suvaksiuq, an elder from Arviat:

 If you wanted to become an angakkuq you would
 put the moss that contained all kinds of living
 things such as insects and caterpillars and what
 ever else was under the earth on your skin. You
 had to be able to stand this when it was on your
 arm. You had to be able to stay still when these
 living things started sucking on your arm, on your
 blood. (Arviat workshop 2003)

 When qupirruit come out of the body, this may in
 dicate a return of life. Rasmussen (1931:11) relates
 that the son of the angakkuq Orpingalik had an ac
 cident when they were traveling together.

 He carried him up to the bank and tried to call
 him to life with a magic song. It was not long
 before a caterpillar crawled up on the face of the
 corpse and began to go round its mouth, round
 and round. Not long afterwards the son began to
 breathe very faintly, and then other small crea

 tures of the earth crawled on to his face, and this
 was a sign that he would come to life again.

 In the western Canadian Arctic, Metayer (1973:
 (49):762) related a story about a woman who ex
 changed clothing with a woman she met while
 traveling. Then she began to change into a cater
 pillar. Nobody wanted to marry her, except an old
 man. After some time she asked him to make a
 drum for her and when he did so, both of them re
 gained their youth and beauty. Thus the transfor
 mation into a caterpillar turned out to be an inter
 mediary stage in a process of rejuvenation.

 Worms or caterpillars could serve as help
 ing spirits. The Anglican missionary E. J. Peck
 (Laugrand, Oosten, and Trudel 2006:421) relates
 that Nemereak was a being living in the sea "like
 serpents but become like men to the conjuror." As
 serpents do not occur in the area, the term worm
 seems more to the point. Rasmussen (1929:208)
 presents a picture by Anarqaq of Nimeriarjuaq,
 the hairy worm commenting: "Moves by writh
 ing its body sinuously; lives both on land and sea;
 smaller and narrower than the bearded seal, is
 very fast and only has hair on back and belly; acts
 as helping spirit, heals the sick; can also be used
 as defender."

 In Peck's tuurngait list Tetetak is described
 as a hairy caterpillar that calls out "tetetak. Peck
 refers to the story of the woman who adopted a
 caterpillar and fed it from her blood. Peck reports
 that Tetetak is considered as a good spirit, "said
 to suck away from a sick person the cause of pain.
 A kind of leech" (Laugrand, Oosten, and Trudel
 2006:440). Like other qupirruit, worms and cater
 pillars operate on different scales. Arctic ethnogra
 phers provide many examples of this variation of
 scales when small animals are more powerful than
 the bigger ones. Rasmussen (1931: 300) provides a
 drawing of "Afserssuaq, the giant caterpillar, enor
 mous and frightful."4

 Today, qupirruit play an important part in
 dreams. They may enter the body of the dreamer
 (see the representation made by Leah Qumaluk
 from Povungnituk in Povungnituk 1966:20, 285),
 or the house. Ujarasuk from Iglulik (Oosten and
 Laugrand 1999:34) related,

 In the dream we lived in an iglu that didn't have a
 katak, an entrance. There was a porch beyond it,
 and the porch was not covered. It was very dark.
 There was no light at all. It seems that this was the
 very first dream I ever had. There were snakes and
 caterpillars coming in through the entrance. They
 came in without touching the floor. They came
 in and they headed straight towards me. I was so
 scared that I started crying. That woke me up. I
 told my mother that when this thing opened its

 mouth there were teeth. I woke myself up crying
 out of fear. My mother said it was because I didn't
 listen to her words anymore that I had that kind of
 a dream.
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 Figure 4. Anonymous carving from Naujaat representing a caterpillar. In the Eskimo Museum (Churchill: C55.11.1).
 Photograph taken by F. Laugrand.

 Contemporary Inuit artists do not represent qupir
 ruit as often as other kinds of animals such as
 bears, walruses, dogs, and seals. But when they
 make these representations there is usually a spir
 itual meaning connected to them, as in the case
 of Nick Sikkuark who represented many qupir
 ruit in his carvings preserved at the Musee Na
 tional des Beaux-arts du Quebec. In a recent book
 published by Kardosh, Nick Sikkuark drew three
 worms emphasizing their capacity to move in time
 and space. His first art piece is made out of whale
 bone and caribou antler and represents a shaman
 transformed into a worm. In the second one, Sik
 kuark indicates that by changing into a worm a de
 ceased person travels beneath the earth and sea
 ice "so fast that he burns the land." With respect
 to the last piece, he comments that an angakkuq
 by turning himself into a worm through shamanic
 power, enjoys himself by traveling on the land and
 in the sky (see Kardosh 2003:56-57, fig. 16; 74, fig.
 24 and 84, fig. 29).

 Worms, larvae, and caterpillars are all
 marked as parasites living on the human body, but
 can also give life. Worms are particularly associ
 ated with transformation, able to transform a hu
 man being into an angakkuq. They are powerful
 helping spirits, capable of moving at great speed
 and operating on different scales. Like lice and
 other insects, they are often represented in Inuit
 art (see Fig. 4).

 Discussion and Conclusions
 Qupirruit encompass different species of small an
 imals. From an Inuit perspective, they are closely
 related and all these small animals appear con
 nected. They have the power of transformation
 and tales relate how they transform into each
 other. Qupirruit can increase and reduce their size
 and there appear to be equivalents of different spe
 cies on the land and in the sea. Thus there are a
 bumblebee and a spider in the sea.
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 They are very powerful helping spirits and
 especially the bumblebee seems to be at the cen
 ter of the shamanic complex playing an important
 part in shamanic initiation. Qupirruit are asso
 ciated with vitality and regeneration and if re
 spected, they may provide life and rejuvenation.
 In Inuit traditions the Western taxonomy of insects

 makes little sense and distinctions between the
 various qupirruit often collapse. Mosquitoes may
 originate from lice, and lice from beetles. Qupir
 ruit often live in the land as well as in the sea like
 the bumblebee, or have their counterparts in the
 sea like the spider and the crab. This lack of clear
 distinction marks the non-social nature of qupir
 rruit, a feature they share with non-human beings
 (see also Oosten and Laugrand 2005).

 All qupirruit are ambiguous and potentially
 dangerous. They appear to be masters of life and
 death, able to come to life again, and they can con
 vey this quality to human beings through amulets
 or in other ways. Biologists point out the that Arc
 tic insects have no fur, are often cold-blooded, and
 cannot withstand cold by generating heat, but still
 manage to cope with the long, cold winters and
 short summers in the Arctic. Inuit think that in
 sects are able to adapt and transform better than
 any other being. But according to Inuit views, in
 sects do not survive, they return to life again. In
 the shamanic context, they are powerful for their
 capacity to kill, particularly when they enter the
 human body. Various tales relate how people were
 killed by qupirruit entering the anus or vagina.
 With the exception of the larva that lives under the
 caribou skin, they are not considered edible. This
 becomes clear in stories about the women who
 lived on lice. Qupirruit may eat a corpse, suck
 empty a human body, or devour its entrails.
 In the Kiviuq narratives we see how the bumble
 bee, the spider, and the caterpillar can take the
 shape of cannibal women who attempt to eat the
 hero.

 Qupirruit, however, are not just repulsive.
 They are effective helping spirits, used in am
 ulets, prediction, and dreams. Anarqaq proved
 that he was an angakkuq by the way he handled
 a minnguq. During a workshop in Arviat (2003)
 Anautalik, who according to van den Steenhoven
 had performed as a shaman as a young man,
 was carefully manipulating a small insect on his
 hands and this scene intrigued Inuit who would
 watch it.

 Today, shamanism has gone underground
 and Inuit have adopted Christianity, but qupirruit
 are still very present in Inuit discourses. With re
 spect to the Arctic climate change, Inuit point out
 that today qupirruit, especially bugs and mosqui
 toes, are not only increasing in numbers but also
 present for longer periods of time (Community of
 Kugaaruk 2005:19; Thorpe 2000:63). Many Inuit

 are also scared to see that new qupirruit such as
 black flies or horse flies or even some water-worms
 are now appearing in some northern communities.
 It is often suggested that this increase is less di
 rectly connected to global warming than caused by
 the increasing number of commercial ships trans
 porting equipment and food (Community of Nau
 jaat 2005:17-1).

 In modern Inuit society, fear of qupirruit such
 as the bumblebee, particularly among women, is
 still widely spread. The symbolism of qupirruit
 does not seem to have changed much. Metonymi
 cally they connect different levels. Their size posi
 tions them on the level of the tarniq, image, soul,
 or shade, itself a miniature being. It is on this level
 that matters of life and death are decided. Qupir
 ruit, as masters of life and death, able to eat and
 transform, to see and to disappear, therefore re

 main a matter of serious concern.
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 Endnotes
 1. The belief that a spider predicts death may ex
 plain customs described with respect to Greenland
 that one should kill a spider that lets itself down.
 Birket-Smith (1924:412-413) relates that words
 have to be pronounced: "He who wants to have
 deft fingers, should crush a spider, when it lets
 itself down, saying: "Piisuka pikit, pusutit pildka\"
 1. e. you get my fingers, I get your fingers." Oster

 man (1938:194) also states: "If a spider is seen de
 scending from its web, it must be pinched to death

 with the words: "You can have the fingers I pinch
 with, then I can have your fingers. This is done in
 order to become as clever as the spider."

 2. This competitive aspect also comes to the fore
 in a tradition from Egedesminde district in Green
 land recorded by Birket-Smith (1924:442) relating
 the origin of death to lice: "According to another
 tradition a worm and a louse were to run a race
 towards man. If the worm came first, man was to
 live; if the louse came first, man was to die. The

 worm fell down a rock and was killed, and so man
 must die."

 3. In the western Arctic, Lantis (1938:454-456)
 discusses extensively how worms, preferably
 from dead bodies, were used in whaling. She also
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 points out that "when a young person was being
 made ill by dreams in which spirits appeared, one
 sure sign that he was becoming a shaman was a
 dream about a mass of worms." (Lantis 1946:315).
 Rasmussen (Ostermann and Holtved 1952:130)
 also related, concerning shamanic initiation, "The
 old shaman gradually teaches him his art, begin
 ning by putting him through the hole to the worms
 in the agdlupaq (the largest breathing-hole), where
 his flesh is eaten up. He becomes light and shining
 as a shaman ought to be."

 4. Birket-Smith (1924:221-222) refers to a giant
 maggot in Greenland "There is a huge caterpil
 lar, auseq, which is also dangerous for man." In
 Alaska, Nelson (1899:443) refers to TiAa-srkh
 puk, the great worm or caterpillar that lived in
 the days when animals were supposed to have the
 power of changing their form at will to that of hu
 man beings. And in Siberia, Bogoras (1904:13) not
 only refers to a Chuckchee tradition about a giant
 worm living in the land of the dead that feeds on
 big game such as caribou, but also to another giant
 worm that lives in the sea and that is so strong
 that it can kill a whale by squeezing it in its coils
 (Bogoras 1904:307).
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